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Abstract 
Association rules mining is one of the useful data mining 
algorithm in presenting meaningful information through 
database. One of the important challenges for association rules 
mining is that; it might be extracted millions of rules which 
mostly are idol, furthermore current methods only seek positive 
rules which finding out the negative ones is more prominent. In 
this method we mingle data mining and Evolutionary algorithms 
including association rules, Particle Swarm Optimization, whose 
goal is discovering the pattern and positive, and negative rules 
and also optimum one through large database, also this algorithm 
is capable to present scarce rules, which might be neglected by 
administrator. Consequences by recent algorithms could help 
administrator in making many resolutions. 
Also this algorithms result has been compared with Apriori. The 
results indicate the algorithms efficiency. Collecting and 
preparing data in this survey has been performed in SQl server 
2008 and algorithm performed in MATLAB software. 
Keywords: Data mining, Association rules mining, Evolutionary 
algorithms, large databases, Particle Swarm Optimization.  
 

1. Introduction 

Improving technology in information domain, several 
database for preserving data have emerged; hence analysis 
these databases seem important [1]. One of the techniques 
which help administrators is Data Mining. This has helped 
users to extract meaningful information and useful rules 
from databases [2]. Acquired knowledge is pretty 
significant and this should be precise, legible and 
comprehensible [3]. 

 One of the important algorithms is Association rules 
mining, which could find dependent rules which are 

important in making resolutions [1]. Most of researches 
have implied the positive association rules mining but 
negative ones are important as well [3]. Observing 
negative rules might not be as important as positive ones, 
but current algorithms could not find these rules. Moreover 
traditional association rules mining algorithms like Apriori 
[1] could produce many rules, which mostly are useless 
and abeles these algorithms efficiency. Hence optimizing 
rules could be plenty significant [4,5]. Discovering an 
efficient system is quite prominent to administrators. In 
this research we reveal a positive and negative association 
rules mining. Binary Particles swarm optimization [6, 7, 8] 
algorithm of one of the optimizing methods which could 
be used for association rules mining.[4] In current finding 
association rules mining like Apriori only those which are 
if AB would be found. Using minimum confidence and 
support, they filter Itemset, to find Itemset with high 
frequency. But in this article in addition to positive rules, 
negative ones are found as if ~A~B ; if A~B ; if ~AB. 
This article also capable to find association rules mining in 
gigantic databases, whose outcomes could be so useful for 
administrators. A special type of PSO, named Binary PSO, 
is used for our work regard to its efficiency for local and 
large interval domains [9]. 

 

2. Literature Review 

Rummaging the association rules mining both positive and 
negative has been expressed in [10]. Also some strategies 
for correcting and criteria to evaluate the database are 
stated. Since making resolution about pragmatic issues 
including posing product, decomposition, analyzing and 
investing bear many factors, it is necessary to abate the 
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detrimental rules the same time in order for increasing the 
benefit; hence rummaging association rules mining is quite 
crucial for making decisions.  
 
Assessing negative rules has been discussed through [11]. 
Author has utilized hierarchical graph method. This 
approach effectively extracts rules from database. 
Regarding to remarkable importance of assessing negative 
rules, some researches [3, 12 and 13] have been analyzing 
these rules. Through [3] a new method named NRGA has 
been revealed to construct association rules. NRGA makes 
all hidden rules relying on algorithm Apriori. Through this 
article to show negative rules, names such as ACNR, ANR 
and CNR have been used. Also correlation equation has 
been reformed hence all resulted rules are hopeful. 
 
Through [14] it has been used quantum swarm to 
association rules mining this algorithm extract the best 
rules but not always achieve the rules quite surely. This 
article's result shows that quantum swarm algorithm 
causes better results than genetic ones one. Through [15], 
swarm intelligence techniques have been used to rummage 
rules through pharmaceutical database. Swarm intelligence 
has been added to rules discovering, in a way that its 
mobility is capable through rules rummaging. A traditional 
method to assess rules creates many rules, which has made 
pharmaceutical un-useful. Using the reveal approach it is 
possible to find the optimum patterns. 
 

2. Basics 

 

2.1 Association rule mining 

Agrawal et al. raised associative rule mining idea at 1993 
[16]. A positive association rule presented as if A→B which 
A and B are subsets of itemset(I) and each itemset includes 
all of the items  {i1,i2, …,in}; It can be shown that in 
database D= {T1, T2, . . ., Tk} a customer buys B product 
after buying A one if A∩B≠Ø. Association rule mining 
should be based on the following two parameters: 

1. Minimum support: finding item sets with the value 
above threshold 

Support (A → B)=P(A∪B)= ∪  (1) 
2. Minimum Confidence: finding item sets with the 

value above threshold 

Confidence (A → B) =p(B|A)= ∪ (2) 
 

Better rules have greater support and confidence value. 
Most famous algorithm for association rule mining is 
Apriori, offered by Agrawal et al. It repeatedly determines 
candidate itemsets using minimal support and confidence 

to filter itemsets for finding repeated ones with more 
frequency [1]. 
 

2.2 Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 

PSO algorithm first developed at 1995 by James Kennedy, 
Russell C. Eberhart. It uses a simple mechanism inspiring 
from simultaneous motion of birds and fishes fly and their 
social life. This algorithm has successful applications 
recent years [6,7]; mainly neural network weighting and 
control systems and everywhere that genetic algorithms 
can be use. PSO is not only a tool for optimization but also 
a tool for human social recognition representation. Some 
scientists believe that knowledge will optimize in effect of 
mutual social behaviors and thinking is not only a private 
action, indeed it is a social one. There are some entities in 
search space of the function which we are going to 
optimize it, namely particles [17,18]. PSO as an 
optimization algorithm provides a population based search 
which every particle change its position according to the 
time. Kendy in 1998 represented that each particle can be a 
possible answer that can move randomly in problem 
search space. Position change of each particle in search 
space is affected by experience and knowledge of itself 
and its neighbors [19,20].  
 
Suppose we have a d dimension space and i'th particle 
from the swarm can be present with a velocity vector and 
position vector. Position change of each particle is possible 
by change in position structure and previous velocity. 
Position of each particle is xi and it has information about 
best value which has reached yet, named pbest. This 
information is obtained from particles attempt to reach the 
best answer. Also any particle knows the best answer 
obtained for pbest from others in the swarm, named gbest. 
Each particle tries to change its position in order to reach 
the best solution using the following parameters: 
xi current situation, vi the velocity, destination between the 
current position and pbest, destination between current 
position and gbest. 
So the velocity of each particle changes as follows: 

  (3)Vi
k+ 1 = wvi

k + c1r1 . (pbesti - xi
k ) + c2r2  . (gbest  –  xi

k  )  
      

Which Vi
k is the velocity of each particle in k'th repeat, w is 

the inertia weight, c1 and c2 are learning coefficients, r1 
and r2 are random variables in the [0,1) interval with the 
unique distribution, xi position of each particle i in the k'th 
repeat, pbesti which is pbest of i'th particle and gbest which 
is gbest of the group. Maximum of velocity (Vmax) is to 
prevent velocity from increasing unlimitedly [9,21-22]. 
Position of each particle is determined as follows: 

Xi
k+1 = xi

k + vi
k+1     (4) 
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Equations 1 and 2 are form primitive version of PSO 
algorithm. PSO algorithm is so easy and has low 
computational, speed and memory load. It is using to solve 
continues problems while our work needs discrete version 
of the PSO. One of the discrete versions is binary PSO 
which has developed by Kennedy and Eberhart at 1997 
[7]. They did a small change on the algorithm to support 
discrete quantities also. Velocity is used as a probabilistic 
threshold value here and can be 0 or 1. Xj

i, value of j'th bit 
from binary vector, shows the i'th particle position. So the 
following describes Binary PSO function [17]: 
 

Xi
j[t]=	

1									, σ t 	
0											, 		

(5) 

 
Which σ is a random number with the uniform distribution 
in [0, 1] interval. s (.) is also the Sigmoid function 
described as follows: 

 S(z)=	
	

       (6) 

 
Velocity change in Binary PSO is the same way as 
standard PSO. 
 

3. Method 

Process stages are according to Fig.1. Suggested 
algorithms include two sections: preprocess and assess. At 
first stages are collected and preprocess is assessed, then 
algorithm is used to discover association rules. Hardest 
section are collecting and preparing date. 

 
Fig1. Steps of the proposed method 

Through all articles and researches which have been 
fulfilled in data mining, collecting data and pre assessing 
of that are of the most prominent parts, and also allocate 
the largest amount of time and expenditure. Within this 
article likewise these two stages have been revealed as the 
primary stage of algorithm. Throughout third stage we try 
to impose the proposed algorithm upon pre assessed data. 
In this stage, user first picks the assessment kind: positive 
or negative and then data will be read from the data base; 
flowingly the data binary equivalent will be revealed. In 
coming stage the binary PSO algorithm will be imposed in 
order to find positive or negative efficient association rule 
mining. At this level first particles primary population is 
constructed and any particles fitness is assessed then 
GBest will be chosen among the early population. 
Subsequently we provoke the articles in the space towards 
the most optimized particle .any particle stands for a rule 
.if particles secure and support scale is larger than 
threshold that particle will be shown as a rule .eventually 
the best particle s best algorithm will be introduced as 
scarce rule.   
 
Primary substance used through data-mining is data. 
Hence a good data mining milestone are using and 
accessing primary data collecting and preparing is quite 
tough task.[18] In this research saved data in database 
Bank Marketing[24] have been used: this includes 452000 
records of bank market study about costumers and each 
record bears ten features. In suggested algorithm for 
concealed positive and negative rules it has been used 
binary PSO. 
We have used optimal binary PSO to improve positive and 
negative rule production. Each particle represents a 
positive rule; consist of a predecessor and a successor. 
Figure 2 shows a particle; orange color is predecessor and 
blue one is successor. Every box represents a field from 
database. Containment of the boxes presents the value of a 
field in the database in the binary format. 

 
Fig2. Presentation of a particle 

For example Fig. 3 shows a rule with the following 
specifications: 

IF (AGE = Old  AND Housing = yes)  →(   Marital = married,   
contact = telephone) 

 
Fig3. Example of a particle in the database 

 
Implementation of the proposed method has been done 
using R2010b version of MATLAB software. Movement 
representation of the particles toward the best goal is 
prepared form MATLAB also. Guiding a particle from the 
swarm population to an optimal answer is done by the 
fitness function. The particle with the greatest value of 
fitness usually supposed as the best particle [1] and [3]. In 
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the proposed method A and B are collections of properties 
participating at predecessor and successor obtained from 
decoding respective particle according to what is 
explained. We calculate support and confidence values as 
follows: 
In order to producing positive rule in the form of if A   → B, 
two criteria form cost(p)function has been used to evaluate 
association rules quality. 

∪ 				           (7) 

              (8) 

In which N is whole number of transactions and Supp(A) 
is the number of Item A, B repetition through all of 
transactions. To create negative rules as if A  ~B two 
criteria have been used to ensure the quality of association 
rules mining 
. 
 

∪ 	
																					 9  

	 	
															 10  

 
Likewise to create negative rules as if ~A→B two criteria 
at cost (P) to measure the association rules mining quality 
have been used. 

																 11  

Con idence
	

									 12  

To create negative rule as if ~A  ~B two cost (P) to 
measure association rules mining quality are used.  

Support 											(13) 

 

Con idence 				(14) 

 
After sending the particles to the fitness function, particle 
with the greatest fitness level will be used to move other 
particles toward the most optimal rule. Fitness function is 
defined as follows: 
Fitness= α1*Support +α2*Confidences –α3*NA 
 
Which NA is the number of properties used in the rule and 
coefficients, α1, α2, α3, is used to parametric control of 
fitness function and customized by the user. First and 
second parts of this function is related to support and 

confidence values. It is essential to take into account both 
parts simultaneously. Because only one of support or 
confidence values cannot be a criteria for quality 
assessment of produced rules. It is evident that the more 
the value of both factors simultaneously the better the 
quality of the rule. We know that long rules will probably 
result to low quality productions also. So we try to 
produce relatively short, readable rules with more concept 
and quality which has special importance in data mining 
[3]. 
 
First n particles are creating quite randomly, each one 
representing a rule. Then fitness value of each one will be 
evaluated using the function noticed before. Binary PSO 
search algorithm will run until reaching the end condition; 
i.e. the best particle has founded and we can show the rules 
that support and confidence value of them are grater from 
minimal support and minimal confidence. 

4. Results and Discussion 

We used new method over many collections of data that 
the results were quite rewarding. Here for example result 
over a collection named Bank Marketing which bear 
45200 records of transactions and each record includes 10 
features. We set the new algorithm parameters as follows: 

Table  1 –PSO Algorithm Parameters 

Minimal 
confidence 

Minimal 
support 

α 1 α2 α3 Learning 
rate of 
C1,C2

Repeat 
Numbers 

0.4 0.04 0.8 0.8 0.2 2 7 

 
Through association rules mining the repetitions and low 
quality rules are eliminated and the rest are known as 
ultimate ones, and the ultimate optimized were introduced 
as scarce ones. We evaluate all four association rules 
mining. The results are shown Table  2. 
 
Regarding to results it is to say that the mood (if ~A~B)  
reveals higher security and supporting rules. Then the 
mood (if ~A  B) reveals better rules the mood (A  ~B) 
likewise better rules than (if AB). The important result 
is that through this database the amount of support and 
security of negative rules are quite better than positive 
ones, and this can help deans to make decisions. As the 
table above shows this algorithm wastes a long time to 
association rules mining. 
As it was mentioned the algorithm Apriori might extracted 
many rules from data base which mostly are useless. For 
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instance in diagram no 2 of algorithm Apriori, 11798 rules 
were extracted that makes the useful rules assess hard to 
administrators. Also one of the weak points of this is that it 
is not able to discover the negative rules whereas 
performing positive and negative associating rule mining 
using PSO binary, upon data base, the made negative rules 
are much better and simultaneously are more useful for 
administrators.  
 
Through Fig.4-7 the approach of particle movement to best 
rules has been shown. Through these graphs, vertical axis 
stand for fitness function and the horizontal one stands for 
number of repeating the particle movements. Respect to 

amount of fitness function it is to say in this database, the 
mood (if ~A  ~B) creates the most optimize and also the 
most efficient rule, and the created positive rules have less 
efficiency. 
 
 

5. Conclusion 

Here by combining Data mining and Evolutionary 
algorithms including PSO and association rules a new 
method is revealed. This method was used through a 

database to extract association rules mining, whose results 
show its high capability through discovering positive and 
negative association rules mining. The strong point of 
revealed method is to find scarce and high quality rules 
and also relying on Evolutionary algorithms to extract 
positive and negative rules. Results showed in some 
databases some negative rules are better and more efficient 
and make the administrators more successful. The scarce 
rules which are found by this algorithm could help deans 
to take the best decisions. Analysis shows that this 
algorithm is much better than the traditional associating 
data mining one. Weak point of the algorithm is the law 
speed of performing that we hope improve it and using 

faster method we become able to enhance this algorithm's 
efficiency. Essential problem through such survey is data 
and inaccessibility of data.   
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